Nordidock is made with an EP core encased in reinforced concrete. The non-skid finish on the surface will far outlast any wood, plastic, or composition deck material on today’s market. Even in the roughest weather, the concrete is stable and safe to walk on as it rises and falls with the tide and your boat—it’s like walking on land!

Our unique connecting unit features an M.C. foam with built-in ultra-violet protection that helps to eliminate voids at the deck surface and connecting ends. The specially engineered urethane bushing in the aligning device makes for a perfectly seamless dock-to-dock fit.

This type of connecting unit is the safest, most advanced, and easiest to maintain system to date. Features include:

- Easy to connect, disconnect, or reconfigure when required
- Ability to adjust and align each unit to ensure straightness and even tension at each joint
- Eliminates using a cable through entire string of units

Any conduit needs you have for electricity, phone, cable TV, or even fuel docks and pump out station facilities can be easily incorporated and installed. Your dock will be expertly engineered, custom featured, safe, reliable, and solid as a rock.

Call us at 908.526.1040 or visit us online at www.nordidock.com.
SOLID AS A ROCK: The success of your marina depends upon its ability to survive the elements of the harsh marine environment and unforgiving nature. Only the toughest, best quality products will endure, like the NordiDock concrete floating dock. Our materials and designs are tested for the highest standards in quality and durability so we can ensure your safety and success.

EXPERT ENGINEERING & ARCHITECTURE FOR ANY MARINA: NordiDock will carefully consider your individual needs in order to develop the perfect design and mooring device arrangement for you. The modular design of concrete floating docks means easy installation and reconfiguration. They can connect to anchors or pilings depending on the layout, waves, action, and tides. Each installation is a unique project designed specifically for your location and environment.

400 SQ. FT. OF FLOATING STABILITY
Superior technology proven by over 20 years of installations and customer satisfaction in the Nordic Sea, North Sea, and North Atlantic Ocean

Looking for a concrete floating dock or an entire marina that is low cost, longer lasting, low maintenance, and safe, even in the roughest conditions? Our superior designs are durable, rock solid, and affordable.

With our custom solutions, you’ll have the following advantages:

- Lower cost with splinter free surfaces
- Longer lifespan with the clean beauty of concrete
- 90% lower maintenance
- Better safety with 34,000 lbs. of stable, rock solid surface
- 24 in. of freeboard that rises and wanes with the tide: no more slack lines
- Wood rub-rails
- Ability to configure to almost any length or design
- Conduits for utilities
- Quiet, comfortable, and environmentally safe: no chemicals or preservatives needed
- Uncluttered, clean appearance

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS FOR ANY MARINA